
Christmas Knitting Patterns - The Colors of This Season 

What to wear this Christmas Season 

Having the right colors within your wardrobe is essential in creating amazing outfits that are not 

only on-trend but that can accentuate and enliven your entire look. Color can make or break your 

outfit, so choose carefully! Whether you are wanting to wear a color block outfit (see Aurora Red 

and Dusty Cedar in the color chart below), or whether you are wanting to wear complementing 

hues (see Taupe and Riverside Blue in the colour chart below), the choices are endless. 

The specific colors that are in the spotlight this Winter time are fairly muted and provides a 

refreshing change to the previous season's color palette. The colors featured, contain a more 

subtle hint of jewel tones, alongside complementary greys and blue hues. These are 

complementary yet slightly edgy and definitely different than the standard, striking primary 

colors. This adds an interesting twist to the regular color palettes that are usually featured. 

 



 

Autumn/Winter 2016, Pantone Colors 

 

The colors that are coined to be popular and that are being featured on runways and in every 

high street store are; Airy blue, Sharkskin, Aurora Red, Warm Taupe, Dusty Cedar, Lush 

Meadow, Spicy Mustard, Bodacious. As you can see, the on-trend colors involve a varied mix of 

colors that are still in-keeping with elements and nuances of Winter with the almost rusty red, 



sparkling Emerald Green and different shades of purple. In particular, the Sharkskin, Aurora 

Red, and Spicy Mustard are some of the colors that stand out. These are just some of the colors 

that have been featured in some fashion items, such as long-line woolen coats, jumpers, 

jumper dresses, jewelry, and even trousers. 

These colors can be found in some of my own knitting patterns, whether it be shawls or 

jumpers that I have in my collection. Some of them are as follows; 

 

This shawl offers a lovely tone of romantic red, not dissimilar to the deep tone of Aurora Red. 

With this there are splatterings of black, dotted in amongst this wash of color. 

Abanico Shawl  

http://softrainbow.ch/knitting-patterns/abanico  

  

The Dioptase shawl contains mellow, oceanic tones of Riverside; subtle yet a lovely shade of blue. 

Dioptase Shawl  

http://softrainbow.ch/knitting-patterns/dioptase-shawl  

  

Bright pop of cloudy blue to add a soft yet gentle pop of color to your Winter outfit. This shawl is perfect 

to complement other blue items or a classic top-to-toe black outfit. 

Steady Shawl  

http://softrainbow.ch/knitting-patterns/steady-shawl  

 

This stole is a lovely musty pink, harking to the dusty cedar color. A lovely fresh and feminine item that 

can be added as something special to any outfit. 

Imola Stole  

http://softrainbow.ch/knitting-patterns/imola-stole 
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